
ONEaudio To Launch Kickstarter Campaign For The world’s only TRUE wireless surround 

No speaker cable, no power cord, ONEmicro surround turns your room into your personal theatre 

 

ONEaudio, developers of the new generation of wireless audio, recently announced that they are 

going to launch their Kickstarter campaign on 10th Jan 2017 of the world’s only TRUE wireless 

surround sound speaker with a small size yet big sound. Currently, the so-called “5.1 wireless speakers” 

always need at least one wire to operate. True wireless theater speakers have always been a dream, 

until now. Using award winning DECT technology, ONEaudio has been able to remove all the cables in 

ONEmicro surround, for a full 3D surround sound with a simple setup. The ONEaudio speakers have a 

small size but have the ability to deliver powerful sound. 

 

ONEmicro is wireless and compact size, perfect for any room of the house. Due to ONEaudio’s 

proprietary bass-filling technique and twin driver subwoofer, the satellite speaker ONEmicro can 

generate big 3D sound covering up to a 350 square feet living room. ONEmicro is the smallest speaker 

in the ONEaudio series that has been widely reviewed and acknowledged for its full-bodied vocal, 

crystal clear sound, excellent sound imaging, and solid bass. The clear and accurately produced sound 

is similar to listening a live performance. 

 

Before the ONEaudio’s DECT technology, no available technology has been able to provide both 

ultra-low power consumption and synchronized multi-channel transmission from source to satellite 

speakers. Only DECT can fulfill these two requirements. ONEsurround has got CES Innovation Award 

and DECT Award Innovation. The console box in surround system is also a music server, ONEaudio has 

adopted WiFi for wireless CAS (Computer As Source), connecting an iPhone or Android phone to the 

console box. Without messy cables, the speaker system can be simply set up and tidied up in a minute, 

due to the compact console box and wireless speakers combination. Less time setting up, more time 

enjoying. The console also has 600 CDs storage and accepts Hi-Res audio files. It also supports both 

local and remote access, and standard NAS operation. 

 

The ONEaudio speakers can also be used outdoors because the speakers can be detached from the 

console box and the connection can be switched to the USB dongle making them perfect for a garden 

party, or when camping. 

 

For more information and to contribute to the campaign, please visit: 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/oneaudio/151555925?token=6bcddb07 

 

About ONEaudio: Founded in 2010, ONEaudio is an innovative brand under Sinotech Communication 

Limited, one of the design partners of Dialog semiconductor, which has over 20 years’ experience in 

DECT technology. ONEaudio is creating a new generation of wireless audio and bringing high fidelity 



sound to everyone at a much lower cost. 
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